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T

hrough our annual program of technology
clinics Composites Australia continued to
demonstrate leading-edge technologies, such
as closed moulding, and to inform members
on innovative materials such as graphene. The 2014
End of Year Forum and tour of Airbus Helicopters
Composites in Brisbane was a particular highlight.
Both our website and Connection magazine are
reaching wider audiences and now focus strongly on
showcasing the benefits of composite materials and
the capabilities of the Australian composites industry.
Traffic to the website has almost doubled compared
with 2013-14, with page views almost trebling. The
industry case studies and our upgraded directory (the
Buyers’ Guide) are the most popular pages, assisting
members to reach prospective customers.
The voice of the composites sector is now
resonating in Canberra after high-level meetings with
the Ministry for Industry and the Minister for Trade,
who personally invited your association to join the
advanced manufacturing mission to Germany. We
are also fortunate to have gained Austrade support,
under the Asian Business Engagement (ABE) Plan,
for a trade mission to South East Asia, to develop
opportunities for the Australian composites sector.
Once again our annual conference had the support
of industry as well as the federal government. Opened
by the Honourable Karen Andrews MP, Parliamentary
Secretary to the Minister for Industry and Science,
the conference program featured a strong line-up
of global and domestic industry and R&D leaders.
Keynotes were delivered by Professor Axel Herrmann,
Managing Director of the Airbus subsidiary
Composite Technology Centre in Stade, Germany
and highly respected leader in advanced composite
materials R&D and technology-based economic
development, Dr Michael McCabe, Executive Director
of the University of Texas at Arlington Research
Institute.
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Sadly, this edition brings you news that the
Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced
Composite Structures (CRC-ACS) completed its
program in June 2015. The CRC-ACS has been a
major feature of the Australian composites landscape
for more than two decades, involving partners from
across Australia and around the world. See page 15
for a summary of the highly successful projects of
national and international significance undertaken
by the CRC-ACS.
Importantly, the relationship between the CRCACS and Composites Australia has been symbiotic
and we are grateful for its support and its intellectual
contribution to the association’s annual schedule.
The completion of CRC-ACS also brings into
focus a portfolio of technology developed within
the program and a number of organisations that
have built considerable skills in development and
implementation of composites technology. Australian
Composites Structures Australia (ACS Australia),
which was established by CRC-ACS to maintain
Australia’s high level expertise in the composites
field, will continue to make these technologies and
skills available to Australia’s industry in future years.
We wish Murray Scott and his team of composite
professionals all the best in their new venture.
As the peak industry body representing the
composites sector and its supply chain, Composites
Australia’s strength is emboldened by its members. I
therefore thank members for their continued support
of the industry and look forward to a productive and
successful year ahead.

Genelle Coghlan

T

he Federal government is
injecting $4 million into the
development of advanced
manufacturing of prefabricated
housing.
The initiative recognises composite
materials and technologies as a key
enabler in the future for prefabricated
housing in Australia.
The funding, awarded under the
recently announced Australian
Research Council’s (ARC) Industrial
Transformation Research Program,
will establish the ARC Training
Centre for Advanced Manufacturing
of Prefabricated Housing led by the
University of Melbourne’s Department of
Infrastructure Engineering.
The Centre aims to support a 10
per cent growth of market share for
prefabrication construction that will
create 20,000 new jobs by 2025, reduce
construction time by 90 per cent and
costs by up to 50 per cent compared to
traditional methods, says Dr Tuan Ngo,
Centre leader and Director of APTES
Group at the University.
Its focus will also be on addressing
the shortage of affordable and end-user
focused residential housing; reuse of
componentry; recycling site waste;
and expanding export opportunities by
securing competitive advantage in global
value chains.
Compared with Europe, the US
and Japan, the Australian housing
prefabrication and modularisation
industry is in its formative stages but has
great potential for growth in revenue,
employment and exports.
“Leading figures in the Australian
industry have recognised the
productivity, efficiency and safety
gains that advanced manufacturing
techniques can offer. In particular,
enabling technologies such as composite
lightweight materials and systems,
automated off-site manufacturing, mass
customisation and complex systems
thinking are essential components of

prefabricated housing,” says Dr Ngo.
“Innovative design, lightweight
and high performance materials, and
new manufacturing techniques have
the potential to enable high-quality
prefabricated housing tailored to
customers’ needs that is ecologically
sustainable, reusable, smart and
affordable.”
“In Australia, demand for low- to midrise residential buildings, project homes
and public housing are key drivers of
demand in prefabricated construction,”
says Dr Ngo. “Over the coming decade,
Melbourne will require 60,000 public
housing units, and Sydney will require a
further 80,000. High-quality, lightweight,
prefabricated modular systems will

contribute to housing stock with
excellent amenity for occupants at
substantially lower cost when compared
with traditional housing.”
“The use of novel composite materials
will be essential in achieving these goals,”
says Dr Ngo.

“A program within the Centre will
be devoted to Composite Materials and
Manufacturing Techniques. A crossdisciplinary approach will be taken
which will involve material scientists
working with architects and civil and
structural engineers to ensure that
materials are designed to meet the needs
of the end-user at a price and production
rate required for market success.”

Quality finish is a feature of this ultra‐lightweight, strong
biocomposite prefabricated house being craned into
position in Wynnum North.
Image courtesy Norman R Wright & Sons

More information: Composite companies interested
in involvement in the Centre can contact Dr Tuan Ngo,
Director of APTES Group, University of Melbourne
E: dtngo@unimelb.edu.au or Dr Bill Humphries,
Composite Materials Research Coordinator, University of
Melbourne E: william.humphries@unimelb.edu.au
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C

alled the Omni Tanker, and
manufactured using carbon
fibre composites with a seamless
interior of polyethylene
thermoplastic, the lightweight tanker
has a high degree of chemical resistance
suitable for a wide range of liquid
cargoes. The interior has food grade
compatibility and is also approved for the
transport of Dangerous Goods, including
Class 8 corrosive liquids.
With prominent clients including
Chemtrans, Coogee Chemicals, Toll
and McColls and international patents
secured, the manufacturer is entering the
European market.
The Omni Tanker is the realisation
of the vision of company founder Bill
Rogers, who saw the need for lightweight,
highly corrosive resistant tankers for the
chemicals industry some 10 years ago.
The very durable, seamless
thermoplastic liner within the tank
compartments is produced using a
patented process. Developed specifically
to suit transport of Class 8 dangerous
goods, the process allows strong adhesion
between thermoplastics, including
polyolefins, and thermosets.
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The concept of combining a seamless
thermoplastic vessel with a fibrereinforced surrounding structure was
tested on a small scale in 2006. Several
different pathways were explored as
a means to reliably achieve a strong
and repeatable bond between these
two incompatible materials, says
OmniTanker Group Chief Technical
Officer, Dr Luke Djukic. “At certain
points along the research and
development process, combining these
different plastics in polyolefins and
thermoset vinyl esters and epoxies
seemed impossible. However, in late
2007 the first full-size prototype tank
was developed and achieved Dangerous
Goods approval for the transport of
Class 8 corrosive liquids.”
The highly detailed design of the
tanks is the result of many hundreds
of hours of finite element analysis
(FEA) with processes developed by
the aerospace industry. “The use of
carbon composites allows us to deliver
lightweight structures with outstanding
strength and fatigue resistance. Our
sophisticated FEA-based structural
optimisation processes, coupled with

the design flexibility of the anisotropic
carbon composites, allow us to tailor
material properties based on directional
load requirements,” says Dr Djukic.
“A lot of experience has been
developed in the engineering team and
the recent addition of ANSYS software
to the analysis capabilities promises
to deliver greater efficiency in design
analysis.”
The shape of the Omni Tankers
helps to achieve uniform stresses in
the structure as well as a low centre of
gravity for optimum safety and stability.
The double wall laminate results in
highly effective thermal insulation and
additional safety in the event of impact
while the liner can be washed out to
carry different chemicals enabling the
tanker to backload.
“The resultant product is a lightweight
tanker with a highly effective
thermoplastic interior chemical liner,
which delivers the chemical transport
industry greater fuel economy, payload
capacity and flexibility of cargoes
transported, leading to higher profit
margins than those achievable with
standard tankers,” says Dr Djukic.

On the road to Europe: The Omni Tanker is an
innovative Australian solution for corrosive
chemical transport

The Omni Tanker comprises two
compartments, each with volumes
of 6000 to 8000 litres, with the
chemical barrier of the non-structural
thermoplastic liner reinforced with
structural carbon fibre reinforced
polymer (CFRP). The external shell of
the tank is made from CFRP. A foam
core connects the outer shell and the
compartments.
A recent move from the traditional
wet layup towards resin infusion for
the CFRP large parts was introduced
to increase the fibre volume fraction of
the composites, reduce overall weight
and increase production rates to meet
customer demands, while raising
the standard of product quality and
repeatability, says Dr Djukic.
Employing approximately 30 staff in
management, engineering, composite
tank production, metals fabrication,
and trailer fit out, the company recently
moved to a new, larger state-of-the-art
manufacturing site in Smeaton Grange,
south west of Sydney. It has over 5000m2
of production space, multiple overhead

gantry cranes and a dedicated research
facility to support ongoing development
– a far cry from the company’s
beginnings with one laptop computer
and a 200m2 manufacturing shed.
Managing Director Daniel Rodgers
says: “The transport of corrosive
chemicals in Europe is dominated by
rubber-lined steel tankers, which are
characterised by heavy tare weights and
problems associated with the rubber
lining. Being able to bring something
game-changing to such a large market
is very exciting. Over the past 18
months we have started a commercial
cooperation with the leading fuel tanker
manufacturer in Germany to develop a
suitable tank design and introduce the
Omni Tanker to the European market.”

More Information: An Australian-owned privately held
company, Evolution Tankers is part of the Omni Tanker
Group, backed by private equity with a board of industry
professionals from the logistics and finance sectors.
www.evolutiontankers.com.au

Voted 10/10 in a recent customer survey for:
Customer Service
Product Knowledge
Custom Orders
Delivery
Competitive Pricing

Colan Australia
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Proudly Manufacturing Composite Reinforcements in Australia
Colan – Keeping Australians Working
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T

en representatives of the Australian
composites supply chain participated in a
trade mission to Malaysia in June.
With the focus on aerospace, automotive,
infrastructure and oil and gas markets, the delegation
met with senior personnel from Malaysian
government agencies; composite manufacturing
companies; large civil engineering contractors; local
manufacturers for aerospace and defence vehicles;
the Master Builders Association of Malaysia; and the
Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB).
John van der Woude, CEO of Hobart-based Penguin
Composites summed up the mission as “the perfect
way to see the opportunities, to make the contacts
and to get an understanding of where and how
business could be done”.
“The visit opened doors to factories, government
bodies, large business and the Australian Trade
Commission that would never be available to an
independent approach,” John said.
A joint initiative of Composites Australia, the CRCACS and ACS Australia and supported by Austrade
under the Asian Business Engagement (ABE) Plan, the
mission was encouraging, from the hospitality of our
Malay hosts to the openness of the communication. It
was also timely.
The Eleventh Malaysia Plan, 2016-2020, is the final
leg in the journey towards realising Vision 2020.
Launched in 1991, Vision 2020 sets the path for
Malaysia to become a fully developed country along
all dimensions – economically, politically, socially,
spiritually, psychologically, and culturally – by the
year 2020. Innovation and technology are important

pillars of the Eleventh Malaysia Plan.
Composite materials and technologies offer
innovative solutions – a synergy that hopefully opens
doors to opportunities for Australia’s composites
sector assisted by the relationships and contacts
developed through the mission.
From our discussions, the opportunities
appear to be in infrastructure and the benefits of
composite materials in terms of their light weight,
ease of installation, corrosion resistance and low
maintenance.
The efficiency of composite infrastructure
installation is also attractive, given that traffic
is chaotic at times. There are also significant
opportunities for collaboration in other areas aligned
with the goals of the Eleventh Plan, particularly for
training.
Certainly the mission has provided valuable
opportunities to establish relationships which
we can continue to build on in the future for the
mutual benefit of the Australian and Malaysian
composite sectors.

We are very grateful to Austrade for their support of this mission under
the Asian Business Engagement (ABE) Plan and to Andrew Beehag of
the CRC for Advanced Composites Structures for the organisational and
market scoping efforts.
Delegates with senior
representatives
of MIGHT, the key
driver behind the
development of a
composites cluster
in Melaka, which
will be a focus for
both technology and
skills development in
composites.
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Above. One of the prefabricated components is
craned into place – minimising work at height and
improving safety.

Left. The striking facade on the WAIS High Performance
Service Centre showcases creative design in composite
materials.

T

he ability to build strong structures with
organic form, fluid curves and shapes is
enabling the innovative design of building
facades and leading to new iconic landmarks.
Recently completed examples include the muscular
Western Australian Institute of Sport (WAIS) and
the William Barak portrait on the Swanston Square
building in Melbourne’s CBD (detailed on page 12).
“Composites are a solution to an ambition,” according
to David Karotkin and Michael V. Henderson of
Sandover Pinder Architects. In the process of designing
the WAIS with their Melbourne partners, dwp/suters
architects, the team sought to create an entrance that
was inspirational for both the elite athletes in training
and the general public.
“Influenced by human physiology, the facade’s
undulating form references an athlete’s skeleton,
tendons and muscles. The material chosen to best
articulate this organic design was Glass Reinforced
Polymer,” says dwp/suters architects.
Conscious of the budgetary responsibilities of
delivering a public building, the architects were able to
off-set any additional material costs with the savings
composites provide as a result of their light weight,
off-site manufacture, ease of installation and laminate
finish, requiring little ongoing maintenance over the
material’s lifetime.
The composites facade was made off-site at
Swarbrick & Swarbrick Yachts in Henderson, WA.
It is the latest in a growing list of architectural and
infrastructure projects for proprietor Glenn Swarbrick.
“It was a pleasure working with both Sandover

Pinder Architects and Esslemont Cockram
Construction on this project,” says Glenn.
“Taking the original shape of the facade, we
redesigned and engineered it to be manufactured in
light weight composite panels to make the fabrication,
transport and installation relatively smooth.
“The panels had a maximum width of 3.5 metres
to fit along the narrow access road and were 6.5 to
7.5 metres high. In all, the facade took 12 weeks,
from creating the one-off MDF mould to being fully
installed.” Summit Composites supplied the materials
and Composites Consulting Group finalised the
engineering of the components.
“These projects are very different from our marine
market but it is really satisfying to see composite
materials used to advantage by architects in such high
profile public places,” Glenn said.

Manufacturing
the components
at Swarbrick &
Swarbrick Yachts, WA.
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P

resentations and discussions under the
conference theme Game on! Winning with
composites explored the key success factors to
realise this growth potential.
The Honourable Karen Andrews, Parliamentary
Secretary to the Minister for Industry and Science,
set the scene in her opening address saying the
composites industry was considered a vital element
of the economy and of the government’s productivity
and growth agenda with its focus on transforming
to a high value export economy through lower
costs, faster innovation and a skilled workforce. The
success of the CRC-ACS and CSIRO in developing
commercially valuable new composite technologies
showed Australia had the skills to leverage the
benefits of composites but relationships between R&D
organisations and industry needed to be strengthened.
Keynote speaker Dr Mickey McCabe, Executive
Director University of Texas at Arlington Research
Institute and an acknowledged leader in technologybased economic development and materials research
Networking at the
trade show. Far right:
Robert Hutchinson
(Composite Solutions)
and Rudi Steinbusch
(Lavender CE).
Right: (front l-r)
Peter Simmonds
(QC Fibreglass),
Brian Stick (NCS
Resins), Enzo Palmer
(CDR Polymers) and
colleagues at the
NCS Resins stand.
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gave an analysis of current and emerging markets and
opportunities for the growth of uptake in composites
materials and products. To realise this potential, Dr
McCabe said there needed to be great designs - not
just good designs; control of manufacturing processes
to reduce cost and increase quality; an educated/
trained workforce and understanding of the materials’
limitations, the target market and customer needs and
expectations.
In his keynote, Professor Dr Axel Herrman,
Managing Director of the Airbus company
Composites Technology Center (CTC) in Stade,
Germany, also forecast a bright future for composite
industries opening up new markets and applications.
To keep this promise, cost and lead-time reduction
was mandatory across all applications, without
sacrificing process-driven design allowables
and quality of produced parts. He spoke of the
exciting work being undertaken to optimise CFRP
manufacturing processes to achieve the anticipated
growth in applications and markets.

Tony Stanton Engineeering Manager for GURIT
(Asia Pacific) presented a thorough analysis of
the cost/benefits of e-glass and carbon fibre for
commercial vessels such as ferries, building a
compelling case for composites growth in the market.
Dr Ross Pritchard, Executive Director (Technical
Services) Structures, Engineering and Technology
– QLD Department of Transport and Main Roads,
spoke of the challenges faced by early adopters and
the industry and the need not only for Australian
standards and quality solutions (“no surprises”)
but for: product conformity (comparable options
for procurement processes); industry openness,
transparency and “IP balance”; and knowledge of
“whole of life” implications of composite solutions.
Brian Nelson, Director of Capital House Australasia,
an advocate for composites in architecture, sculpture

Below: Influential
women in
composites (l-r):
Bobbie Mortensen
(Composites
Association NZ, PJ
Hobbs Industries);
Lucy Cranich (PATH),
Elinor Swery (Centre
for Advanced
Composite materials,
Auckland), Leona
Reif (Fibreglass
Design Panels),
Anita Hajetian (3M
Australia), Kerryn
Caulfield (Composites
Australia).

and civil construction, was also an extremely popular
speaker. Brian said clients in these markets required
certainty in terms of quality control, maintenance
requirements, fire resistance, UV stability, durability
and green credentials of the composite materials.
Cooperative development was the way forward to
deliver pre-engineered, fully specified, design and
construction solutions to this sector, he said.
The workshop and demonstrations by composites
engineering consultant Dr Rik Heslehurst were a
popular feature, along with the trade show, social
and other networking opportunities enjoyed by
the 200 participants. Unfortunately, one article
cannot do justice to the knowledge, experience
and skills that were shared over the three days of
the conference held in May at Sanctuary Cove,
Queensland.

Above: The team from Joe Bradley Fibreglass and Martin Industries proudly
displayed a sample of their work – a Mack truck custom sleeper cabin.
Far left: Murray Scott
(CRC-ACS); The Hon
Karen Andrews, MP;
Genelle Coghlan
(Colan); Kerryn
Caulfield (Composites
Australia). Left: (l-r)
David Dowe (RAAF),
Jean Meyer (German
Armed Forces),
Murray Heath (RAAF).

Trade Show exhibitors

Sponsors

Advanced Composite Structures
Australia, Carbon Nexus, Chengdu
Chang Yuan Shun Co Ltd, Cooperative
Research Centre for Advanced
Composite Structures, GlasCraft
Australia Pty Ltd, Lavender
Composites, NCS Composites Pty
Ltd, Nuplex Composites, Olympus
Australia Pty Ltd, OSG Asia Pte
Ltd, Pacific Resins Pty Ltd, Safety
Equipment Australia Pty Ltd

The conference would not be possible without the
generosity of our sponsors and supporters:
Association sponsors
Nuplex
Colan
ACS Australia Pacific Resins
Conference sponsors
CRC-ACS Hitco Carbon Composites
IMCD
Nuplex

Conference supporters
SAMPE
Australian Composite
Structures Society
Pacific Resins
Owens Corning

Gurit
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junctions or visible joints; it is all integrated into the
structure. Longevity-wise it is fantastic; it’s selfcleaning, beautifully manufactured and any damage
in transport and construction is easy to fix. A dent in
metal is hard to fix. … Aesthetically, the colour, the
whiteness could be created. White glass could not
achieve such a beautiful seamless quality.
“And when you are in the apartments looking out
it looks really smart. They [the panels] are just a
beautifully shaped object from every perspective.”

The construction contractor
Construction contractors on the Grocon
development, Probuild Constructions, are equally
enthusiastic about their experience with composites
on the project.
Composites were the ideal choice for what is more
an artistic sculpture than functional facade, says
Probuild Construction Director, Seamus Egan.
Creative design encourages innovative emerging
materials, such as composites, and an innovative
approach to construction, says Mr Egan.
“The facade will hopefully mark the beginning of a
significant movement for the construction industry.
As a durable and flexible material, GRP is already
being used as a substitute in other Probuild projects,
including the $665m Eastland Shopping Centre
redevelopment currently underway in Melbourne’s
outer-east.”

The composites contractor

Melbourne’s newest
landmark, Swanston
Square. More than
400 sleek, white
engineered advanced
composite panels
against the black
building exterior form
the 80m portrait of
William Barak, the
last traditional leader
of the Wurundjeriwillam clan.
Photographer: Peter
Bennetts. Image:
ARM Architecture.
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F

our times the height of Mount Rushmore in
the USA, the portrait facade on the Swanston
Square apartments, realises the vision of ARM
Architecture to make a “visual and cultural
contribution” to the city’s landscape on the high
profile site.
Rendered from a photograph of a sculpture of
Barak by contemporary artist Peter Schipperheyn, the
portrait is testament to the organic shapes, flowing
clean lines and precision that can be achieved using
composite building materials.
“It is hard to think of another material that could
achieve this result,” says Howard Raggatt, design
director of the project and Founding Director of ARM
Architecture.
“The precision, the clean lines - there are no

MouldCAM, from its head office in Brisbane,
Queensland, took on the challenge of realising ARM
Architecture’s vision. The project required precision
production of 406 white panels – each a different
shape — to be mounted to the front of the black
balustrades across 32 floors of the building.
It’s not the biggest architecture project for the
company to date, but certainly the most complex, says
Jaime Marina, Group Director, Design & Engineering
for MouldCAM.
“The design and the laminate were straightforward
but the sheer number [of panels] meant designing
a system — a process — that would allow us to
consistently build each shape with precision, without
taking days.”
The highly technical project utilised the latest
manufacturing technology through the Indonesian
mouldCAM Joint Venture, a partnership between
mouldCAM and RPC Technologies. Each panel had
a foam core which was cut to exacting specifications

on the 43 metre CNC router providing the accuracy
to allow the shapes to form the seamless flowing lines
required by the designers.
Finite element testing and structural analysis were
employed as part of rigorous quality control and
materials were sourced that met building fire rating
standards and guarantees.
MouldCAM also provided the 96
black and silver domes for the facade of
the building’s six storey carpark, that
spell out “Wurundjeri I am who I am”
in braille.
The Swanston Square facades
are one of a growing number of
architectural projects for MouldCAM,
who have recently trademarked their
structural composite technology called
ShapeShell, as they step-up marketing
to the architecture and construction
industries.
The flowing green awning on RMIT
University’s Storey Hall in Swanston
St Melbourne was the first project with
ARM Architecture, followed in 2011 by
the distinctive ‘Green Brain’, that forms
part of the historic building’s rooftop.
Recently completed projects include

the innovative composites solution for the roof of
the award winning Bradman and Noble Stand at the
Sydney Cricket Ground (a two-metre perimeter, nose
cone incorporating the gutter and underlying sofit)
and the striking gold entry and facade on the Orbis
apartments in Melbourne’s arts precinct on St Kilda Rd,
another ARM Architecture design.
A Melbourne talking
point, MouldCAM and
ARM Architecture’s
distinctive ‘Green
Brain’ crowns the
rooftop function
rooms of RMIT
University’s historic
Storey Hall.
Photographer: John
Gollings. Image: ARM
Architecture

Composites Technology Solutions
for Demanding Environments

ACS Australia, a global leader in composites technologies, delivers lightweight solutions with
improved durability for clients operating equipment in harsh and challenging environments.

Advanced Composite
Structures Australia Pty Ltd

Leveraging over 20 years of experience in the development and implementation of composites,
ACS Australia provides expert consultancy services and robust methods for the repair,
rehabilitation and strengthening of metallic and composite structures.
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+61 3 9676 4950
enquiries@acs-aus.com
www.acs-aus.com
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T

ypically the overall panel manufacture is
either as a pre-cured skin secondarily bonded
to the core (two-step manufacturing process),
or a co-cure of the skins with the adhesive
bonding to the core (one-step manufacturing process).
Curing will typically be done with heat and pressure
via a press, or vacuum-bagged (with oven-provided
heat or without heat).

Heated Press Construction

• Core flexibility to contour slightly curved to
		 compound curved shapes
• Core machining requirements
• Skin-to-core cure pressure limitations
• Core exposed side pressure limitation
• Tooling selection and set-up
• Potting of edges
• Inserts, bushings and hard-points
The curing of the adhesive should follow standard
practices that are typically recommended by the
adhesive vendor. The recommendation will include
a heat-up rate; cure temperature and duration; plus
a cool-down rate, if using a heat-cured resin system,
otherwise there will be a gel and green cure duration
for room temperature cured resins.
Often cores have to be joined together (spliced).
For foam or balsa cores this is done with an
adhesive that partially diffuses into the core
materials. For honeycomb core a splicing adhesive
is used.
Splicing of
Honeycomb core with
Potting Compound

Vacuum-Bagging Process Construction
(Graphic courtesy of Hexcel)

The aspects to be considered that effect the approach
to the manufacture of sandwich panels, based on the
core type used, include:
• Adhesive selection
• Adhesive bond effectiveness
• Adhesive depth of penetration into the core
• Adhesive cure requirements
• Adhesive application
• Core surface preparation requirements

14
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All core materials can
be machined to obtain the
specific shape. Milling of
the core is most common
in large production
facilities, but shaping with
a rasp is often used in small
workshops. Some foam
cores can be cut with hot
wires or a sharp knife.

In the next issue of Connection we will discuss
composite skin and core materials in terms of their
importance as well as the properties that are required
when undertaking design stress analysis. All articles
published in the Engineer’s Viewpoint series are
available online at www.compositesaustralia.com.
au/industry. Rik welcomes questions, comments and
your point of view by email to rik@abaris.com.

T

he Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced
Composite Structures (CRC-ACS) has been
a major feature of the Australian composites
landscape for more than two decades. One
of Australia’s longest running cooperative research
centres, the program wound-up in June this year.
In its 24 years from 1991, the program was
supported by tens of millions of dollars of Australian
government funding, as well as contributions of
participant organisations valued at well over one
hundred million dollars.

Early demonstration
manufacture
included phenolic
resin infusion of a
nine-seater people
mover for Bishop
Austrans

With its focus primarily on
high performance structures,
CRC-ACS started with aircraft,
supporting the development
and adoption of composites by
the Australian aircraft industry
in the 1990s. The major success
of CRC-ACS was technology
and expertise development in
collaborative projects involving
Boeing Aerostructures Australia
(BAA), which subsequently
secured a sole supplier contract
for the Boeing 787 worth up to
$5 billion. Arguably, CRC-ACS
was vital to Australia remaining
as a significant supplier to major
aircraft manufacturers, with
technology developed inside
CRC-ACS allowing BAA to put forward innovative
manufacturing and engineering approaches.
Simultaneously CRC-ACS expanded into many other
sectors, including automotive, defence, infrastructure
and oil and gas. Australia’s Huon class minehunter
coastal vessels carry more than 100 tonnes of infused
composites, developed by CRC-ACS and transferred
to ADI (now Thales) in the 1990s. It has licensed
technology to Australian industry for manufacture of
(Continued page 18)

It has been one of Australia’s most successful CRCs,
bringing billions of dollars of benefit to the Australian
economy, building an international reputation for
excellence and earning recognition for its international
leadership in composites technology. The centre
reinforced Australia’s place as a successful innovator in Fulll-scale demonstration of infusion manufacturing was pivotal in Boeing Aerostructures
composite structures.
Australia’s successful bid to supply components for the 787 Dreamliner.
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Q

ueensland based manufacturers, Fibreglass
Design Panels, are providing Australia’s bus
builders with innovative composite solutions
to help achieve their weight reduction goals
and increase durability over the expected 20 year life
of a bus.
A family owned business employing 28 people
across two manufacturing sites, the company is
operated by directors, John and Leona Reif. The
brother and sister team took over the business in 2009
when their father Len Reif retired from a long career
in the bus building industry.
Established in 1999, the company supplies
composite components to the majority of
Australian bus builders, including Bustech, Denning
Manufacturing, Coach Design, Coach Concepts,
Coachworks and Express Coach Builders.
The exclusive manufacturer of composite panels
for Bustech, a leading independent bus manufacturer
based on the Gold Coast, the Reifs have seen the
proportion of composites content per bus steadily
increase.
The Northgate, Brisbane facility of 2500 m2 applies
hand lay-up, open moulding techniques for a wide
variety of composites products that only require a
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one-sided gel coat finish, such as bus roofs and sides.
Resin transfer moulding (RTM) and vacuum infusion
manufacturing is based at the Sunshine Coast factory.
“With Bustech driving the transition, we have
ventured into RTM techniques to provide high quality
finishes with consistent part thickness,” says Leona.
“This has also enabled double-sided gel coat
finishes, ideal for the partition between the driver

Lightweight
aesthetically
smart composite
components are a
feature of Bustech’s
CDI low floor double
deck‐bus servicing
Sydney’s northern
and eastern lines.

The sleek carbon‐fibre features on the bus interiors required intricate pattern‐making, custom
design and meticulous manufacture methods.

and passengers, and overhead locker and
door assemblies, previously produced in
plastic moulding.”
Bustech has delivered over 120 buses
to the Sydney Transit Authority (STA)
that incorporate these RTM moulded
composites on internal components.
When Bustech developed the CDI low
floor double-deck city bus in 2011, they
requested a sleek carbon fibre cosmetic
feature for the dashboard, driver door
and partition plus the staircase wall.
“With some training support from a
local colleague, we created a custom
design using carbon twill weave set,
meticulously placed into a clear gelcoated mould. Anyone who has worked with carbon
twill knows how fiddly this can be,” says Leona.
With over 25 pattern pieces to the dashboard, it
required Leona to step out from behind her desk
and put her dressmaking skills to use on the factory
floor. The end result is a pattern that flows from the
front door, over the dashboard instrument panel and
driver door, connecting with the driver partition in
a continuous pattern flowline. The aircraft-styled
staircase also got the carbon fibre treatment, as did
the upper level skylight window surrounds. Sixteen
of these commuter buses are in service on Sydney’s

northern and eastern lines.
“The advantages of improved quality and reduced
environmental impact achieved with the closed
moulding process have encouraged us to transition
to closed moulding where ever possible. A number of
our customers are now developing new moulding to
these specifications,” says John.
“The big advantages for the customer are increased
durability, consistency of part size and high quality
finished surface. Our future development of RTM will
focus on increased reduction in weight that adds up to
savings in ongoing running costs for bus companies.”

Directors Leona and
John Reif (at right)
with proud members
of the Fibreglass
Design Panels team.
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CRC-ACS
demonstration
manufacture included
a lightweight
composite tailgate for
a utility vehicle

sandwich structures; automated design of composites
and fire resistant surfacing materials. It is currently
commercialising technology related to pipeline repair
and negotiating commercialisation of a new generation
of composite materials derived from plant fibres.
Over the years, projects allied with CRC-ACS
attracted two CRC Association Innovation Awards,
two CRC Star Awards (for outstanding support of SME
companies), two JEC Asia Innovation Awards and two
JEC Europe Innovation Awards.
CRC-ACS was highly successful in projects of
national and international importance. It joined
Australian Aerospace in the establishment of a
program focused on delivery components for the Tiger
and MRH-90 helicopters. Through employed staff and
research partner staff, CRC-ACS also engaged directly
or as subcontractors in European Union Framework
research projects worth €245 million.

SME support

It is perhaps more important, however, to see how
Australia’s broader composites industry has been
influenced by CRC-ACS. A focus on Australia’s
SME industry led to 10 SME companies engaged
as CRC-ACS Participants, with an additional 15 as
Contributory, Supporting or Associate Members.
Between 2003 and 2010, the SMEs were engaged in
16 development projects, leveraging funding from the
Australian government to build Australian capability.
With education and information transfer a
significant focus, CRC-ACS engaged 148 higher
degree engineering students, with 110 completions
expected by June 2015 and a high uptake of graduates
into industry. It supported the Composites Australia
Conference and Exhibition for more than a decade;
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ran 84 technology workshops over its history and
left Composites Australia with a valuable legacy of
courses developed on design, manufacturing and
repair that the association will continue to deliver to
Australia’s industry.
Reflecting on the past 24 years, we can be
proud that CRC-ACS achieved highly practical
and valuable technology and capability outcomes
that helped Australia’s composites industry move
forward competitively. At its core, CRC-ACS showed
that collaboration was an excellent approach for
Australia’s composites industry, helping it to achieve
international market share and prominence.
The completion of CRC-ACS also brings into
focus a portfolio of technology developed within
the program and a number of organisations that
have built considerable skills in development and
implementation of composites technology. ACS
Australia, established by CRC-ACS to maintain
Australia’s high level expertise in the composites field,
will continue to make these technologies and skills
available to Australia’s industry in future years.
About the author
Dr Andrew Beehag was General Manager for the CRC for Advanced
Composite Structures and is currently Operations Manager of ACS
Australia.

More Information: For a full list of CRC-ACS achievements and
contributions to industry visit the Composites Australia website www.
compositesaustralia.com.au. For information on technologies available
to Australian industry and how to access these contact: Prof Murray
Scott, Managing Director, ACS Australia – E: m.scott(at)acs-aus.com

For full details and to register go to
www.compositesaustralia.com.au/events

Disclaimer: This schedule was current at time of going to print but is subject to change.
Composites Australia is not liable for any loss or expenses incurred due to changes in the
program.

Sponsorship Opportunities
Composites Australia is seeking sponsorship support
to ensure the association is successful in meeting
its objectives. Sponsorship opportunities are in
two categories:
Association Sponsor and Annual Conference Sponsor.
Sponsors demonstrate a strong commitment to the
Australian composites industry as well as being seen to
working together with Composites Australia to increase
awareness of the capabilities of the Australian composites
industry and the adoption of composites technologies
by Australian manufacturers, engineers, architects
and designers.
Tailored sponsorship packages include brand exposure
in Connection magazine, web, print and electronic
communications and conference business development
opportunities.
For more information contact Anna Civiti, at Composites Australia
T: 03 9429 9884 Email: admin@compositesaustralia.com.au
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